His-Purkinje lineages and development.
The heartbeat is initiated and coordinated by a multi-component set of specialized muscle tissues collectively referred to as the pacemaking and conduction system. Over the last few years, impetus has gathered into unravelling the cellular and molecular processes that regulate differentiation and integration of this essential cardiac network. One focus of our collective work has been the developmental history of cells comprising His-Purkinje tissues of the conduction system. This interest in part arose from studies of the expression of connexins in periarterial Purkinje fibres of the chick heart. Using lineage-tracing strategies, including those based on replication-defective retroviruses and adenoviruses, it has been shown that conduction cells are derived from multipotent, cardiomyogenic progenitors in the tubular heart. Moreover, heterogeneity within myocardial clones has indicated that the elaboration of the conduction system in the chick embryo occurs by progressive, localized recruitment from within this pool of cardiomyogenic cells. Cell birth dating has revealed that inductive conscription of cells to central elements of the conduction system (e.g. the His bundle) precedes recruitment to the peripheral components of the network (i.e. subendocardial and periarterial Purkinje fibres). Birth dating studies in rodents suggest an analogous recruitment process is occurring in this species. In addition to summarizing earlier work, this chapter provides information on ongoing studies of cell-cell signalling and transcriptional mechanisms that may regulate the development of His-Purkinje tissues.